
December 3, 2019

To:  Dan Eisses, General Manager

From:  Sandi McMillan, Finance Director

Re:  Rate affordability for water and sewer in Whatcom County

Last year I was a presenter in a session named “Underpriced, yet expensive, The Water 

Industry’s wicked problem” (Health) at the IACC and spent some time developing an 

analysis of Whatcom area municipal water and sewer rate affordability.  I wanted to take 

some time to update that comparison with more current data and industry trends.  

National public policy information states water and sewer rates are rising at a rate faster 

than inflation (Raftelis, 2018).  Just last year most of the US water and wastewater utility 

bills increased 3.6% over the prior year (Research, 2019).  

Washington State has seen the expansion of the state economy over recent years and 

consequently employment grew at a faster pace in Washington than it did nationally.  

Per-capita income also grew during this time.  (MRSC, 2019)

We’ve seen our own District rates rise slightly faster than inflation, including this year’s 

proposed increase of 3.55%.  As rates are rising, many households especially low-

income struggle to keep up.  We decided last year to add an affordability policy analysis 

to the rate comparison as another means to put into context what rate increases look like 

for our customers.

The first affordability measure we examined was whether rates were less than 4.5% of 

median household income from the US Census (2017). No entity was over the 4.5% MHI 

affordability measure, although Lake Whatcom WSD was over 2% MHI measure for 

each water and sewer. While the MHI is a good general sense of affordability for a 

community, it misses the point of affordability for low-income households.

To address the affordability for low-income households, an interesting measure we 

examined was the household level affordability ratio (AR) (Teodoro, 2018).   Instead of 

conducting an expensive survey of household economics, we assumed a hypothetical 

low-income household budget and set it to include 3 persons with 1.25 people working at 

minimum wage $15/hr which would mean a gross wage of $3,250/monthly.  We 

approximated basic monthly expenses (Gallagher, 2019) of eight major bills at $871 

(electricity, cable tv, phone, life and health insurance, auto, etc).  We then subtracted 

payroll taxes (FICA and 10% Federal income tax) at $574 and an average month of rent 

$1,200.  Hypothetical household expenses totaled $2,645. In summary, the Affordability 



Ratio (AR) we modeled was a disposable income of $605 for a 3 person household.  We 

believe the 800 cf of monthly usage is a fair comparison for 3 person household.  In 

looking at City of Bellingham the water/sewer bill of $153.18/monthly is 25% of the 

disposable income (AR).  

The final affordability measurement was the ratio “HM” which represents the cost of 

water and sewer for low-income households but doesn’t get as sensitive as looking at 

disposable income. Our model was again for a 3 person household with 1.25 people 

working at $15/hr. Again we assumed the municipal monthly rates (800 cf usage) was for 

a household of 3 persons.

 

Although there were a few assumptions made in looking at household level affordability 

(AR), this gives a general sense of rate affordability in municipalities in Whatcom County.   

This will be good for the District to look at each year during budgeting as rates are an 

important policy decision. There are no clearly right/wrong or best/worst rates, all have 

implicit policy trade-offs, but keeping in mind the fact that higher basic charges will be 

inequitable to low-income customers and keeping this conversation of periodic review 

will benefit our customers.
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2017 Median 

Household Income 

(US Census)

Poverty Rate 

(US Census) 2% of MHI

4.5% of 

MHI AR

# hours 

worked 

(HM) Municipality Water Sewer Tax Total

47,886$                      21.6% 79.81$     179.57$  28% 11 Lake Whatcom WSD 88.46$  83.75$   172.21$  

47,886$                      21.6% 79.81$     179.57$  25% 10 Bellingham 75.41$  77.77$   153.18$  

67,453$                      7.2% 112.42$   252.95$  23% 9 Blaine 21.21$  106.61$ 11.50$ 139.32$  

61,125$                      14.4% 101.88$   229.22$  23% 9 Ferndale 44.11$  82.82$   11.42$ 138.35$  

56,326$                      18.9% 93.88$     211.22$  20% 8 Everson 30.60$  83.00$   6.82$   120.42$  

62,478$                      7.4% 104.13$   234.29$  17% 7 Lynden 45.91$  49.85$   8.14$   103.90$  

64,853$                      11.9% 108.09$   243.20$  16% 6 Nooksack 35.07$  53.93$   7.74$   96.74$    

55,473$                      20.2% 92.46$     208.02$  12% 5 Birch Bay 35.70$  38.05$   -$     73.75$    

48,512$                      10.2% 80.85$     181.92$  12% 5 Sumas 12.06$  59.41$   -$     71.47$    

56,888$                     14.8% 94.81$     213.33$ 20% 8 County Average 43.17$ 70.58$   6.52$   118.82$ 

57,652$                      11.9% US Average

2020 Water & Sewer rate comparison

Monthly billing at 800 cubic feet usage


